In this paper, we present a comparative study of several state of the art background subtraction methods. Approaches ranging from simple background subtraction with global thresholding to more sophisticated statistical methods have been implemented and tested on different videos with ground truth. The goal of this study is to provide a solid analytic ground to underscore the strengths and weaknesses of the most widely implemented motion detection methods. The methods are compared based on their robustness to different types of video, their memory requirement, and the computational effort they require. The impact of a Markovian prior as well as some post-processing operators are also evaluated. Most of the videos used in this study
come from state-of-the-art benchmark databases and represent different challenges such as poor signal-to-noise ratio, multimodal background motion and camera jitter.
Overall, this study not only helps better understand to which type of videos each method suits best but also estimate how better sophisticated methods are, compared to basic background subtraction methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
For various computer vision applications, background subtraction (BS) is a "quick and dirty" way of localizing moving objects in a video shot by a static camera. In this perspective, motion detection is often the first step of a multi-stage computer vision system [8, 20, 24, 25] (car tracking, person recognition, wild-life monitoring, etc.). For this reason, it is usually required to be as fast and as simple as possible. Consequently, most BS methods label "in motion" every pixel at time t whose color is significantly different from the ones in the background [34] . This solution has proven successful whenever the camera is rigorously static with a fixed noise-free background (see [9] for some examples).
But detecting motion through background subtraction is not always as easy as it may first appear. Indeed, some videos with poor signal-to-noise ratio caused by a low quality camera, compression artifacts or a noisy environment, are likely to generate numerous false positives. False positives can also be induced by illumination changes (gradual or sudden), an animated background (waves on the water, trees shaken by the wind), or camera jitter to name a few. On the other hand, false negatives can also occur when a moving object is made of colors similar to the ones in the background (the so-called camouflage effect).
With such scenarios, a simple interframe difference with global threshold reveals itself as a weak solution. In order to cope with those challenges, numerous background models and distance measures bound up to different optimization schemes have been proposed in the past decade. Those methods are (at least in theory) more robust to noise and background instability than the basic background subtraction approaches. But are they really? And if they are, how much better are they? Are they suitable for real-time applications? Can they be implemented on a light weight architecture?
In this paper, we compare some of the most implemented background subtraction methods on various real, synthetic and semi-synthetic video sequences representing different chal-
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lenges. The goal of this study is threefold:
1. evaluate how better sophisticated methods are compared to simple background subtraction methods; 2. compare the processing power and the amount of memory required by each method at runtime; 3. determine to which type of video each method suits best.
As background subtraction is widely used in computer vision, numerous surveys and comparative studies have been published over the years. While some of those papers contain descriptive evaluations of motion detection methods [19] , others provide quantitative evaluations based on pre-annotated video sequences. It is the case with Toyama et al. [32] and Panahi et al. [28] which conducted comparative studies for various pixel-based BS algorithms. In both papers, the BS methods are defined using a single set of parameters and then executed on various video sequences. The BS methods are then compared based on the overall number of false negatives (FN) and false positives (FP) they produced in each video sequence. Although FN and FP are typical quality measures, they are nonetheless strongly dependent: when FN decreases, FP always increases in return and vice-versa. Thus, a single couple {F N, F P } is not sufficient to compare BS methods together as a method with large FN and low FP is not necessarily better or worse than one with low FN and large FP. Moreover, the FN and FP values given in those surveys were obtained with a predefined threshold per method which leaves us to think that performances could be increased by further tweaking the thresholds. In a similar way, Herrero and Bescòs [18] use a single couple {P recision, Recall} to compare BS algorithms. This approach however suffers from the same limitations as the ones based on {F N, F P }.
Chalidabhongse et al. [7] proposed a different way to compare BS methods based on a so-called analysis of disturbances. In a first stage, the FP rate in a learning video sequence is fixed after adjusting some ad-hoc thresholds. Then, the background of each video sequence is corrupted by a vector of disturbance in all directions of the RGB space. Such corruption simulates foreground moving objects. The ability of a BS algorithm to detect low-contrast targets against background is mesured as a function of contrast. The main advantage of this method is its ability of using all kinds of videos for quality assessment, even those without inria-00545478, version 1 -16 Oct 2012 ground truth. Unfortunately though, this method is not void of drawbacks. While the pixel distribution of a foreground pixel is usually unimodal, the analysis of disturbances method with multimodal backgrounds involves that the simulated foreground moving objects are a combination of the multimodal distribution and the disturbance. Also, this method allows neither the evaluation of region-based methods nor the benefits of post-processing tools.
Moreover, a few methods are compared in their article. We extended the comparison to seven in this paper.
Other surveys evaluate BS methods in the context of target detection such as car and pedestrian localization [4, 15] . These surveys focus on object-based motion detection methods for which connected foreground pixels are grouped together into moving blobs. Then, the position of these blobs is used for the evaluation. The main problem with object-based approaches and connected component analysis is their fundamental inability of dealing with occlusion. Indeed, when a moving object partially occludes another one, both are connected together into one large moving blob. In this case, the moving objects can only be separated via a high level post-processing stage. This is a typical cause for large FP and FN rates.
Moreover, the post-processing stage in [15] used to clean up the motion mask is not the same for every method so the comparison may be biased in favor of some methods.
In this paper, we chose to conduct a comparative study whose focus is significantly different than the ones published so far. The keypoints of our study are the following:
1. the inter-dependence between FP and FN is considered so the evaluation is fair for every method, 2. the video dataset is splited into groups of videos containing similar features and representing similar level of difficulty, 3. the study focuses on frequently implemented pixel-based motion detection methods, 4 . each BS method is evaluated with and without the same spatial aggregation, be it a low-pass filter or a Markovian prior.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, seven commonly-implemented motion detection methods are described in details. The protocol used for the comparison, including the video dataset, is introduced in section III while results and conclusion are presented in sections IV and V.
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II. BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION ALGORITHMS
Although different, most BS techniques share a common denominator: they make the assumption that the observed video sequence I is made of a static background B in front of which moving objects are observed. With the assumption that every moving object is made of a color (or a color distribution) different from the one observed in B, numerous BS methods can be summarized by the following formula:
where τ is a threshold, X t is the motion label field at time t (also called motion mask), d is the distance between I s,t , the color at time t and pixel s, and B s , the background model at pixel s. The main difference between several BS methods is how B is modeled and which distance metric d they use. In the following subsection, various BS techniques are presented as well as their respective distance measure.
A. Basic Motion Detection (Basic)
The easiest way to model the background B is through a single grayscale/color image void of moving objects. This image can be a picture taken in absence of motion or estimated via a temporal median filter [12, 17, 34] . In order to cope with illumination changes and background modifications, it can be iteratively updated as follows:
where α is a constant whose value ranges between 0 and 1. With this simple background model, pixels corresponding to foreground moving objects can be detected by thresholding any of those distance functions: inria-00545478, version 1 -16 Oct 2012
where R, G and B stand for the red, green and blue channels and d 0 is a measure operating on grayscale images.
Note that it is also possible to use the previous frame I t−1 as background image B [14] .
With this configuration though, motion detection becomes an inter-frame change detection process which is robust to illumation changes but suffers from a severe aperture problem since only parts of the moving objects are detected.
Modeling B with a single image as in Section II A. requires a rigorously fixed background void of noise and artifacts. Since this requirement cannot be satisfied in every real-life scenario, many authors model each background pixel with a probability density function (PDF) learned over a series of training frames. In this case, the BS problem becomes a PDF-thresholding issue for which a pixel with low probability is likely to correspond to a foreground moving object. For instance, in order to account for noise, Wren et al. [33] model every background pixel with a Gaussian distribution N (µ s,t , Σ s,t ) where µ s,t and Σ s,t stand for the average background color and covariance matrix at pixel s and time t. In this context, the distance metric can be the following log likelihood:
or a Mahalanobis distance:
Since the covariance matrix contains large values in noisy areas and low values in more stable areas, Σ makes the threshold locally dependent on the amount of noise. In other words, the noisier a pixel is, the larger the temporal gradient |I s,t − µ s,t | has to be to get the pixel labeled in motion. This makes the method significantly more flexible than the basic motion detection one.
Since the illumination often changes in time, the mean and covariance of each pixel can also be iteratively updated following this procedure:
Note that even if Σ is by definition a 3×3 matrix, it can be assumed to be diagonal to reduce memory and processing costs. Other adaptation schemes have been proposed, some working at the pixel level, others at the blob level [10] , and others being robust to shadows [11] .
C. Minimum, Maximum and Maximum Inter-Frame Difference (MinMax)
Another method whose goal is to locally adapt to noise is the W 4 system by Haritaoglu et. al. [16] . Here, every background pixel s comes with a minimum m s , a maximum M s , and a maximum of consecutive frames difference D s observed over a training sequence. The
MinMax method labels "static" every pixel s whose value I s,t satisfies the following criteria:
where τ is a user-defined threshold and d µ is the median of the largest interframe absolute difference over the entire image. Similarly to the 1-G method, a pixel in a noisy area needs a larger variation to be labeled in motion than a pixel in a stable area. In this case though, each background pixel is associated to three extremum values instead of a mean vector and a covariance matrix. The original algorithm only operates on grayscale videos which results
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in a loss of information compared to color video sequences. The authors mention that the background can be updated following a pixel-based and an object-based method.
D. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
To account for backgrounds made of animated textures (such as waves on the water or trees shaken by the wind), some authors proposed the use of multimodal PDFs. Stauffer and Grimson's method [31] , for example, models every pixel with a mixture of K Gaussians.
For this method, the probability of occurrence of a color at a given pixel s is given by :
where N (µ i,s,t , Σ i,s,t ) is the i th Gaussian model and ω i,s,t its weight. Note that for computational purposes, as suggested by Stauffer and Grimson, the covariance matrix Σ i,s,t can be assumed to be diagonal, Σ = σ 2 Id. In their method, parameters of the matched component (i.e. the nearest Gaussian for which I s,t is within 2.5 standard deviations of its mean) are updated as follows :
where α is an user-defined learning rate, ρ is a second learning rate defined as ρ = αN (µ i,s,t , Σ i,s,t ) and d 2 is the distance defined in equation 5. Parameters µ and σ of unmatched distributions remain the same while their weight is reduced as follows :
,s,t−1 to achieve decay. Whenever no component matches a color I s,t , the one with the lowest weight is replaced by a Gaussian with mean I s,t , a large initial variance σ 2 0 and a small weight ω 0 . Once every Gaussian has been updated, the K weights ω i,s,t are normalized so they sum up to 1. Then, the K distributions are ordered based on a fitness value ω i,s,t /σ i,s,t and only the H most reliable ones are chosen as part of the background :
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where τ is a threshold. Then, those pixels whose color I s,t is located at more than 2.5 standard deviations away from every H distributions are labeled "in motion".
Many authors have proposed improvements of this method. For example, in [21] and [35] , new updating algorithms used to learn mixture models are presented.
E. Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)
An unstructured approach can also be used to model a multimodal PDF. In this perspective, Elgammal et al. [13] proposed a Parzen-window estimate at each background pixel:
where K is a kernel (typically a Gaussian) and N is the number of previous frames used to estimate P (.). When dealing with color video frames, products of one-dimensional kernels can be used:
A pixel is labeled as foreground if it is unlikely to come from this distribution, i.e. when P (I s,t ) is smaller than a predefined threshold. Note that σ j can be fixed or pre-estimated following Elgammal et al.'s method [13] . More sophisticated methods can also be envisaged such as Mittal and Paragios's [26] which is based on "Variable Bandwidth Kernels".
F. Codebook (CBRGB)
Another approach whose goal is to cope with multimodal backgrounds is the so-called codebook method by Kim et al. [22] . Based on a training sequence, the method assigns to each background pixel a series of key color values (called codewords) stored in a codebook.
Those codewords describe which color a pixel is likely to take over a certain period of time.
For instance, a pixel in a stable area may be summarized by only one codeword whereas a pixel located over a tree shaken by the wind could be, for example, summarized by three values: green for the foliage, blue for the sky, and brown for the bark. With the assumption that shadows correspond to brightness shifts and real foreground moving objects to chroma shifts, the original version of the method has been designed to eliminate false positives inria-00545478, version 1 -16 Oct 2012
caused by illumination changes. This is done by performing a separate evaluation of color distortion:
and brightness distortion:
where
However, we empirically observed that such chroma shift assumption is far too restrictive for some urban scenes and produces a large number of false negatives. For instance, when monitoring traffic scenes, only color moving objects are correctly picked up while dark gray cars are falsely associated to shadows and white vehicles to sudden increase of intensity.
Since this drawback over penalizes the Codebook approach on some of our video sequences, we made a slight modification to the original method.
In our implementation, each codeword is a RGB Gaussian distribution. 
where τ is a threshold and d M is the Mahalanobis distance. 
and then reconstructed as follows :
Finally, foreground moving pixels are detected by computing the distance between the input image I t and the reconstructed one I
where τ is a threshold and d 2 is the Euclidian distance. Note that the Eigen decomposition nately, φ M is hard to keep up-to-date as the video streams in. Solutions based on incremental PCA (e.g. [23, 30] ) have been proposed to cope with this drawback.
III. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
In this section, details on the experimental framework and the video dataset are given.
A. Experimental framework
The motion detection methods introduced in the previous section are evaluated following the framework in shown Figure 12 . Since our goal is to evaluate the ability of each method to correctly detect motion, a ground truth is available for all videos constituting the database allowing the evaluation of true positives (TP), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN)
numbers. Those values are combined into a (Precision/Recall) couple defined as:
By definition, a good algorithm is one producing simultaneously a small number of false positives and false negatives, i.e. both a high Precision and Recall value. Since a threshold τ for a method produces a single Precision / Recall couple per video, 15 different thresholds are used to produce curves. In this way, the comparison between methods is made easier as we do not have to find the best threshold for each method over each video.
We implemented most of the algorithms except for KDE, Eigen, and GMM for which we used OpenCV or C++ code available on line [1, 13]. The various settings used for each method are presented in Table II .
B. Video Dataset
In order to gauge performances, BS methods have been tested on a wide range of real, synthetic and semi-synthetic video sequences (one example corresponding to each camera viewpoint is presented in Figure 13 ). Our dataset is composed of 29 video sequences (15 real, 10 semi-synthetic and 4 synthetic) containing between 100 and 3000 frames of size 320 × 240. We created some synthetic and semi-synthetic videos, others were downloaded from the PETS2001 dataset [29] , the IBM dataset [6] 
Methods Description

Basic
The model is a color image void of moving objects, described in II A.
1-G The model of each pixel is a gaussian distribution, described in II B.
MinMax
The model is composed of a Min, a Max and a Max of interframes difference, described in II C.
GMM
The model of each pixel is a mixture of gaussians, described in II D.
KDE
The model of each pixel is a non-parametric distribution, described in II E.
CBRGB
The model is composed of a set of gaussian distributions, described in II F.
Eigen
The model is non-pixel based using an eigenspace, described in II G.
[2]. The semi-synthetic videos are made of synthetic foreground objects (people and cars) moving over a real background. The whole video dataset represents both indoor (20 videos) and outdoor scenes (9 videos 
A. Evaluation of Background Models
Videos with a Noise-Free Static Background
The first test aims at evaluating every BS method under ideal conditions i.e. videos with large signal-to-noise ratio with rigorously static background. Here, a total of 15 videos have been used for testing. Results are presented in Figure 14 .
As can be seen from those Precision / Recall curves, the MinMax method is slightly less effective than the others, mostly because it exclusively works on grayscale data, thus good conditions. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 15 in which results obtained with Basic and GMM show barely no differences. In fact, every method, be it simple or not, fails at detecting regions of the moving objects whose color is similar to the background (look at the hip of the pedestrian in Figure 15 ). This is a typical camouflage effect for which no BS method is capable of coping with.
Videos with a Multimodal Background
This test aims at evaluating the robustness of each method on videos exhibiting an animated background. Here, 6 video sequences with strong background motion caused by trees and shrubs shaken by the wind are used. Results are presented in Figure 16 .
In this case, results are significantly more heterogenous than they were in test 1. As one would expect, the simple Basic and MinMax methods are strongly penalized by this test as their global and non-adaptative threshold does not suit animated backgrounds. Note that the grayscale nature of MinMax again penalizes it as it appears to be the weakest method.
Surprisingly though, Eigen underperformed on this test, thus suggesting that PCA might not be as efficient as it might first appear on those kinds of videos. On the other hand, results obtained with the 1-G method are surprisingly good despite its unimodal nature.
This can be explained by the fact that the 1-G threshold is locally weighted by a covariance matrix which compensates for background instabilities. Thanks to their multimodal shape, the KDE, GMM and CBRGB methods produced the most accurate results. In Figure 17 , methods. The difference between Basic, MinMax and the other methods is clear.
Noisy Videos
The third test aims at evaluating the influence of noise. Here, 15 videos corrupted with additive Gaussian noise are used for testing. This type of distortion often occurs when working with low quality cameras or when filming dark areas. Results are presented in Figure 18 .
The MinMax method does not seem to be well suited to noisy videos either. This is explained by the fact that the MinMax threshold (which is global) depends on the maximum interframe difference (which is large for noisy videos) and thus is prone to generate false 
B. Evaluation of the Distance Metrics
As mentioned in section II A and II B, various distance metrics can be implemented together with a simple BS method. To evaluate how good those distances are, we tested it on 12 videos containing animated backgrounds and low signal-to-noise ratio. Results are presented in Figure 19 . 
C. Influence of Spatial Aggregation
Regions in the motion mask are often assumed to be of compact shape with smooth boundaries, small isolated regions being associated to noisy specks. One typical way to improve the motion mask is through a spatial aggregation stage. A stage that would eliminate as many isolated false positives and false negatives as possible by enforcing smoothness across the motion mask. In this comparative study, we evaluate three typical ways of smoothing out the label field :
• median filter [5] • morphologic filter [5] • Markovian prior. [3] In our experiments, we used different window sizes for the median filter and different combination of dilatation and erosion filters. The results here presented were obtained with a 5 × 5 median filter, while the morphologic operation is defined as follows 
where β is a user-defined constant, η is a second order neighborhood, x = {0, 1} and δ(., .)
is the kronecker delta. As mentioned by Aach and Kaup [3] , when using a Markovian prior, motion detection can be formulated as a likelihood-ratio test leading to the following formula:
τ being a user-defined threshold. Since adding a Markovian prior leads to a Maximum a Posteriori formulation, equation 28 can only be solved through an optimization scheme. As in [3] , we chose the ICM optimizer as it is the fastest and easiest way of solving this equation. Due to space limitation, we only present the results of spatial aggregation applied to the Basic algorithm. Results obtained with other BS methods lead to similar conclusions.
The curves in Figure 20 were obtained with 12 challenging videos containing animated background and additive noise.
Unsurprisingly, spatial aggregation strongly increases the performance of the algorithm.
However, the difference between the three spatial aggregation techniques is not clear as they all seem to produce similar results. This being said, since the Markovian prior uses an iterative optimization scheme (ICM), its computational load is significantly heavier than the other two post-processing filters. This suggests that, all things considered, the Markovian prior is a weaker solution than the simple post-processing filtering. Motion fields are presented in Figure 21 illustrating the benefits of post-processing.
D. Performance on every video
In this section, results obtained with the entire dataset (videos with static background, multimodal backgrounds or altered videos) are presented. The motion label field of every method has also been filtered out with a morphological filter similar to the one used in the previous section. Results are presented in Figure 22 . Out of these curves, we notice that the global variation between the methods is reduced compared to those in Figure 16 and 18. This can be explained by a combination of two factors. First, some of the videos used for testing have a large signal-to-noise ratio with a rigorously fixed background. Since all BS methods perform well on such videos, the variation between methods can only be smaller on that dataset. Second, the post-processing stage inria-00545478, version 1 -16 Oct 2012
reduces the number of false positives and false negatives that simple methods produce on noisy or multimodal videos. Thus, by combining these two factors, the gap between simple methods (MinMax, Basic, and 1-G) and more sophisticated ones (GMM, KDE, and CBRGB) narrows down.
The curves in Figure 22 also suggest that MinMax, Basic and Eigen globally underperform while 1-G, GMM, CBRGB, and KDE show more robustness. This observation is very interesting as the simple 1-G method performs almost as well as more complex methods such as GMM and KDE. The method 1-G thus seems to be a good compromise between simplicity and robustness.
E. Computation Time and Memory Requirements
Background subtraction is often the first stage of more global computer vision systems.
For real-time applications, the BS algorithm needs to be light, fast and efficient so the system can process a streaming video at a rate of 30 frames per second. In that case, computation time and memory requirements are critical information that one has to keep in mind before choosing which BS method to implemente. Thus, the performances presented in Figure 14 to 22 do not necessarily comply with the immediate requirements of real-time applications as some methods may be slow and heavy.
In this section, we give both the relative processing time and the minimum memory requirement for each method. To do so, the methods were compiled in release mode with Visual C++. Since the videos do not have the same size (both in space and time), we computed the average relative computational time of each method (see table III ). We did so by dividing (for each video) the computation time of each algorithm by the computation time of the reference algorithm (Basic). Although processing time strongly depends on how a method is implemented, we believe that some global conclusions can be drawn out of those results.
As one can see from Also, the reader shall notice that we did not provide processing times for CBRGB. This is because the speed of CBRGB strongly depends on the complexity of the video. For example,
CBRGB is as fast as 1-G on videos with static background but its processing capabilities drop down to those of GMM on videos with a multimodal background.
Another key information is the minimum amount of memory used by each algorithm.
Considering that data are stored in floating point values, we present in table IV the minimum number of floats per pixel each method needs to model the background. In this paper, we presented a comparative study of 7 highly implemented BS methods. From the results reported in section IV, an overall summary has been put together and presented in table V. This table highlights the five main conclusions of this study.
1. As some authors already mentioned [15] , methods working on grayscale videos such as MinMax and d 0 are clearly less precise than others working with colors.
2. Sophisticated methods do not always produce more precise results. This is especially true when dealing with videos having a large signal-to-noise ratio and little background motion. Methods such as CBRGB, GMM, and KDE perform better only when the inria-00545478, version 1 -16 Oct 2012
background is unstable or when the level of noise gets significantly large.
3. Methods such as GMM, KDE and Eigen are not a priori well suited for real-time applications as far as their CPU and/or memory requirement is concerned.
4. There is very little difference between the three spatial aggregation techniques we implemented. However, due to its iterative nature, the Markovian prior is slower than the other two filters and thus appears as a weaker solution.
5. The use of spatial aggregation narrows down the difference between every technique.
Out of those results, one may wonder if there is a win-win situation, i.e if there is a method which is light memory and low CPU usage while being robust to instabilities? The answer to this question is obviously no as some methods perform well on some aspect and bad on others. This being said, the 1-G method seems to offer the best compromise between speed, simplicity and efficiency. This is especially true when a post-processing filter is implemented.
